
Spelling Rules for Tuesday 9th January 2018  to 
learn for Homework please.(Wk9.5WG) 
Objective: To consolidate understanding of adding the suffixes s, ing 
and ed to verbs. 
Please  learn these spellings: 
 

Useful base words                                    
Now add two more 
words of your own in 
the spaces below. 
Show what happens 
when you add the 

suffixes s, ing and 
ed. 

 
  
 

 
Please revise these for the above date. Remember they won’t be tested in 
the above order and some will be dictated in sentences. Please also 
discuss the meanings of these words and check with a dictionary any 
words you do not know. 
Top Tip: You may find ‘look, cover, say write’ helps you learn these 

spellings or air writing, writing them in different colours or writing 
them over a dotted line. Which kind of learner are you? 
 Many thanks adults for your support with Spellings. CAA 
 
 

 
 
 

 

live lives living lived 

hope hopes hoping hoped 

care cares caring cared 

shame shames shaming shamed 

tune tunes tuning tuned 

rehearse rehearses rehearsing rehearsed 

save saves saving saved 

    

    



Word List to learn for Monday 15th January 
2018  for Homework please. 
Once a month the class will have a  Y5/Y6 word list to learn, these 

are irregular spellings and do not follow a spelling rule.  
Please learn these spellings  
N.B. Please try to join the spellings in this handwriting style . 

 symbol 
system 
temperature 
thorough 
twelfth 
variety 

vegetable 
vehicle 
yacht 
circumference 
 
 
Please learn these for the above date. Remember they won’t be tested in 

the above order and some will be dictated in sentences. Please also 
discuss the meanings of these words and check with a dictionary any 
words you do not know. 
Top Tip: You may find ‘look, cover, say, write’ helps you learn these 
spellings or air writing, writing them in different colours or writing 
them over a dotted line. Which kind of learner are you? 
 Many thanks adults for your support with Spellings. CAA 

  
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
  



Spelling Rules for Monday 22nd January 2018  
to learn for Homework please.(Wk6.6WG) 
Objective: To recognise and spell common prefixes and understand how 
these influence word meanings anti and ex. 
N.B. Please try to join the spellings in this handwriting style . 

 
Please  learn these spellings: 
 
 anti         ex                          

Now add two more words of your own.  
Learn what the prefixes mean: ex means ‘out 

or ‘outside of’. Anti means ‘against’. 

 
  
 
 
Please revise these for the above date. Remember they won’t be tested in 

the above order and some will be dictated in sentences. Please also 
discuss the meanings of these words and check with a dictionary any 
words you do not know. 
Top Tip: You may find ‘look, cover, say write’ helps you learn these 
spellings or air writing, writing them in different colours or writing 
them over a dotted line. Which kind of learner are you? 
 Many thanks adults for your support with Spellings. CAA 

 
 

antidote exit 

antibiotic extend 

antifreeze explode 

antiseptic excursion 

anti- 
clockwise 

exchange 

 export 

 exclaim 

 external 

 exile 



Spelling Rules for Monday 29th January 2018  
to learn for Homework please.(Wk7.6WG) 
Objective: To recognise and spell common prefixes and understand how 
these influence word meanings auto and co. 
N.B. Please try to join the spellings in this handwriting style . 

 
Please  learn these spellings: 
 
 auto         co                          

Now add three more words of your own.  
Learn what the prefixes mean: auto means 

‘self’.  co means ‘joint ’ or ‘together’. 

 
  
 
 
Please revise these for the above date. Remember they won’t be tested in 

the above order and some will be dictated in sentences. Please also 
discuss the meanings of these words and check with a dictionary any 
words you do not know. 
Top Tip: You may find ‘look, cover, say write’ helps you learn these 
spellings or air writing, writing them in different colours or writing 
them over a dotted line. Which kind of learner are you? 
 Many thanks adults for your support with Spellings. CAA 

 
 

 
 
 

  

autograph co-
education 

autopsy coincidence 

automaton co-operate 

autobiography co-star 

automobile co-writer 

automatic  

  

  

  



 
Spelling Rules for Monday 5th February 2018  to 
learn for Homework please.(Wk7.5WG) 
Objective: To identify irregular tense changes and to begin to group 
them e.g. go/went, can/could. 

N.B.  Try to join the spellings  in this handwriting style . 
Please  learn these spellings: 
 
Useful base words                                    

 
 
 
Please revise these for the above date. Remember they won’t be tested in 
the above order and some will be dictated in sentences. Please also 
discuss the meanings of these words and check with a dictionary any 

words you do not know. 
Top Tip: You may find ‘look, cover, say write’ helps you learn these 
spellings or air writing, writing them in different colours or writing 
them over a dotted line. Which kind of learner are you? 
 Many thanks adults for your support with Spellings. CAA 
 
 

 
 
 

  

blow blew feed fed swim swam 

grow grew meet met run ran 

throw threw creep crept think thought 

know knew keep kept fight fought 

sing sang sleep slept buy bought 

ring rang sweep swept take took 

drink drank weep wept shake shook 

begin began find found wear wore 

feed fed wind wound tear tore 



Spelling Rules for Monday 19th February 2018 to 
learn for Homework please.(Wk7.5WG) 
Objective: To identify irregular tense changes and to begin to group 
them e.g. go/went, can/could. 
N.B.  Please try to join the spellings in this handwriting style. 
Please  learn these spellings: 

 
                                   

 

 
 
Please revise these for the above date. Remember they won’t be tested in 
the above order and some will be dictated in sentences. Please also 
discuss the meanings of these words and check with a dictionary any 
words you do not know. 
Top Tip: You may find ‘look, cover, say write’ helps you learn these 

spellings or air writing, writing them in different colours or writing 
them over a dotted line. Which kind of learner are you? 
 Many thanks adults for your support with Spellings. CAA 
 
 

 
 
 
 

tell told see saw does did 

sell sold dig dug get got 

rise rose slide slid hear heard 

write wrote eat ate make made 

ride rode can could sit sat 

drive drove go went shoot shot 

speak spoke is was teach taught 

break broke are were catch caught 

give gave have had hide hid 


